


Introductión  
  
 The subjects we present in this manual, is not a complete 
manual about marriage, we do our best to bring instruction to the 
couples. We have learned those subjects for the last 32 years of 
our  marriage, counseling we have shared, mistakes from other 
couples, our own mistakes, and the mistakes we see in the young 
couples. 
 One of the problems of our cultures is to get married at a 
short age, the lack of marriage instruction. When we get married, we feel like they threw us out 
of an airplane in the jungle without the proper equipment, only with the instinct of survival. 
When we wake up to the reality, we find out that we don't have any academic preparation, we 
don't know how to  handle the hard situations, financial breakdowns caused by bad administra-
tion of our finances, and how to handle the influence of the parents etc. 
 Every case is different, but I believe that if we do our best, we can overcome the diffi-
culties that come along this precious journey of the marriage. Proverbs 4:18 says: But the path 
of the just is as the shining light, that shines more and more unto the perfect day.  
 The same way at 6:00 in the morning the sun is not in his full splendor, is the same with 
our matrimony, and we don't have a perfect matrimony and we’ll never have because we are 
imperfect people, but  we can have a good relationship with our couple. 
 One wise advice that I give to the couples is: don't expect to have everything resolved 
after you read this book, you have to work on every subject. A lot of the times we threw in our 
body larges amounts of junk food for years, and we expect to get or body back to the original 
shape in one month session in the gym. A lot of couples relationships get deterioriated through 
the years, and is not going to be fixed the overnight. 
 Proverbs 10:12 says: Hatred stirs up strife: but love covers all sins. A lot of times we 
damage our couples with our bad attitudes, bad advices, or bad formations received in our 
childhood, but God with in his Word says, the love that he is going to put in our hearts, is going 
to mend  the damage that we may have received.  
 We hope these classes be a blessing for you and  your spouse life, and our home will be 
edified through his word and our good actions.  
 
 

Courtesy of  Lamb and Lion Congregation for God’s people. 
Please don't modidfy the content and recognize  the  Author’s literary work 
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The Purpose of Marriage  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 A problem of our culture is the lack of preparation for marriage. Sometimes we feel like  
they threw us out of an airplane into a jungle without the proper equipment, or neither the prop-
er  training to survive, we have to figure out how to succeed. The same happens in the marriage, 
to many partners have not been educated like us to survive the problems, like handling the fi-
nances, raising the children, how to please our couple, and what to do in this, and others situa-
tions. 
 For the same reason, there is a high rate of divorces due to the lack of knowledge of the 
will of God for our lives. 

 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge, (Hosea 4:6)  
 

 It was told that in one occasion an old lady had problems with her car, the car turned off, 
one of the first Fords that came to the market. The old lady opened the hood to see if she could 
find the fault. Without success, and after a few attempts she gave up and just waited for some-
one to help. Suddenly a similar car parked in front, an elegant gentleman approached her and 
asked about the problem,  in which she explained to him the things that had happened to her. 
With expert hands, this elegant gentleman solved the problem doing just some small adjust-
ments to  the engine, the surprised lady ask him: how did you find the problem so fast? The 
gentleman's response was: I’m the creator of this car, my name is Henry Ford.  
  God is our Creator, He knows our problems, He knows where we are failing  and 
He also has the solution for it. All we have to do is put our trust in Him, give Him the direction 
of our home, be prepared to follow His instructions, so that way our family car will run for 
miles and miles just needing small adjustments and not a complete overhaul, or ending up in the 
junk yard like many homes today. 
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I need you in my life  
 It says a saying: “The solitude is a bad advisor” and that is the great truth. God has  

created us in order to have a couple and reproduce to make a family, for that reason God has 
established the marriage.    

And the LORD God said, It is not good that the man should be alone;  
I will make him a helper suitable for him.  

(Genesis 2:18) 
 Adám could see all the created by God with its respective partner, that caused in him a 
solitude feeling. Although he was full of God’s life, Eve become his complement. For that rea-
son the couples need to spend time together.  
 

I want to feel secure and stable  
 Since birth, we come to this world with fears, the security and emotional stability are 
something that we look for in the marriage. Somebody that takes care of  us, that watches after 
us, gives us advise for good, that satisfies our needs, someone who can be with us when we get 
old, and capable of understanding us.  
 We are responsible to provide emotional  stability.  The shouts, blows, insults, and the 
humiliations do not contribute in anything to the emotional stability of our couple.  

  Whosoever finds a wife finds a good thing, and obtains favor of the LORD. 
(Proverbs 18:22) 

 

Together we can do better than by ourselves  
 Unity in the marriage is very important, it helps us to resolve our problems together, we 
can take a better standard of life if we strive. Strive is a hand that in the passage of our lifetime 
can help to rise up , we can have the security that there’s somebody in our side in good and the 
bad times, and if the enemy rises to destroy to one of us, together we are going to face him up.  

  Two are better than one; because they have a good reward for their labor.  
For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow: but woe to him that is alone when 

he falls; for he has not another to help him up.  
Ecclesiastes 4:9,10) 

I can learn a lot from you  
 Nobody is born knowing everything, but our pairs can contribute enough in our conjugal 
life. We can learn good manners like: How to eat, how to dress, how to be organized. We can 
also get some academic knowledge. By rule, the partners are opposite  poles, that’s why we feel 
attraction.  

Your lips, O my spouse, drop like the honeycomb: honey and milk are under 
your tongue; and the fragrance of your garments is like the fragrance of Leb-

anon.  
(Songs 4:11) 

 
You please me sexually  
 Good sexual communication is important for a good conjugal development, although the 
priority does not have to be that, nor to get married just for that reason solely, we can’t stop lov-
ing our partner if there is no good sexual communication.   

 Deprive not one the other, except it be with consent for a time, that you may 
give yourselves to fasting and prayer; and come together again, that Satan 

tempt you not for your lack of self-control.  
(1. Corinthians 7:5) 

 
you do not refuse the one to the other, but for some time of mutual  

consent, for ocuparos sosegadamente in the oration; and you return to juntaros in one,  
so that it does not touch Satan to you because of your incontinence. (moderation, abstinence, 
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Conjugal Responsibilities of the Man 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
Privileges and obligations, these are the appropriate phrases to define our roll in the marriage. 2. 
Thessalonians 3:10 says:  For even when we were with you, this we commanded 
you, that if any would not work, neither should he eat.  
 Although our responsibility does not have to limit itself to say: I bring the sustain for the 
family and to make us think that already we have fulfilled ours purpose, there are other func-
tions that we must develop to fulfill our role and to please our wife.  
 

I must be the provider  
 Ever since God has created us, He has put the man in charge of work and to take care of 
the orchard of the Eden (Genesis 2:15)  our family is our garden which we must cultivate. 
When Adam disobeyed, the sentence that God dictated was : In the sweat of your face 
shall you eat bread, till you return unto the ground; for out of it were you taken: 
for dust you are, and unto dust shall you return.  

(Genesis 3:19)  
 The man has the responsibility to provide, if the wife has the possibility to give some 
support, its ok, but she doesn’t have all responsibility for most of it. Its the mans responsibility  

But if any provide not for his own, and especially for those of his own house,  
he has denied the faith, and is worse than an unbeliever. 

(1. Timothy 5:8) 
  

I must be the spiritual guide of my family  
 Many women “by necessity” take this roll. God in his word does not state that. On the con-

trary, the Bible tells us: Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection.  
 But I permit not a woman to teach, nor to have authority over the man, but to 

be in silence.(1. Timothy 2:11,12)  
 Who has to teach the woman? Of course, her husband, for that reason the man was con-
stituted as the “Head” of the household. 
But I would have you know, that the head of every man is Christ; and the head of 

the woman is the man; and the head of Christ is God.  
(1. Corinthians 11:3) 

 The men must take the lead in the religious aspects of the house, give the example, and not just 
command his family to learn from God. If theres a lack of a man in the house, the woman must 
take that responsibility, but God is going to demand it from the men, because that function was 
delegated to him.   
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I must be the role model for my family  
 The eyes of the family are in the father, how he acts, how his vocabulary is, and what 
attitude he has towards his wife. Imagine a father who arrives home really drunk, mistreating 
his family with obscene language, smoking cigarette after cigarette, with a bad scent, vomiting 
in the toilet, mistreating the neighbors etc. What good example is he going to put for his chil-
dren? As parents we must teach our children to respect people, not to have obscene language, to 
stay away from the drugs, alcohol etc. But all that must go accompanied by a good example.  
 I remember one  advertisement that called my attention. A very angry father yelled at 
his son because he had found a bag of marijuana in his hand. When he interrogated him really 
hard of where he had obtained that, his son responded to him: I found in your personal things, 
leaving the father without a single word to respond.  
 
I must love my family  
 This is a order given by God: Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also 
loved the church, and gave himself for it; (Ephesians 5:25) and this is not something 
optional. The love is a strong tie that maintains the family together through different problems 
or crisis that appears along the way.  

Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a fatted ox with hatred.  
(Proverbs 15:17) 

 One of the fruits of love is patience. Another fruit is forgiveness, mercy, and under-
standing etc. We must set the example by loving our family first, and not to be loving lamps of 
the street, and darkness in our home.  The love must be expressed in action, more than just 
words.  
Likewise, you husbands, dwell with them according to knowledge, giving honor 

unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the 
grace of life; that your prayers be not hindered.  

(1. Peter 3:7) 
 

I must be faithful to God and to my wife  
     There’s a high index of divorces because of the infidelity. The Bible condemns the adultery.  

And did not he make them one? Yet had he the remnant of the spirit. And why 
one? That he might seek a godly offspring. Therefore take heed to your spirit, 

and let none deal treacherously against the wife of his youth.  
  For the LORD, the God of Israel, says that he hates putting away: For one co-

vers violence with his garment, says the LORD of hosts: therefore take heed 
to your spirit, that you deal not treacherously.  

(Malachi 2:15,16) 
 Some of the excuses used are: I’m not going to leave my wife, we are males, all the man 
do that, just once etc. Those excuses are not valid or  justified before God.  

Let marriage be held in honor by all, and the bed undefiled:  
but fornicators and adulterers God will judge.  

(Hebrew 13:4) 
 Fidelity is also an expression of love to our spouse, and it does not only include the sex-
ual act with another woman, but also to be faithful in our heart. Many men walk around throw-
ing flowers and saying nice things to other women, they devour the bodies with their eyes, but 
in their house they use degrading phrases with their wives, and find on her thousands of defects.  
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Conjugal Responsibilities for the Women  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 

Those teenage years when we dream of prince charming who took us on a white charger, and at 
the end of the rainbow we found a treasure with which we lived happily ever after,... never hap-
pened. Now, what we have found is children begging for food, a lot of clothes to wash, we’re 
busy taking them to school, rushing to the doctor, paying the utilities and so on. You've awak-
ened to another reality.  
 This is the reality of marriage, and we must welcome it, but we must bear in mind that if 
we focus only on pleasing our children and we neglect our spouse, our children will grow and 
they will be happy, and we're to stay with a husband bitter and resentful. The children are tem-
porary, the husband is for life. The clothes that you’ve prepared, your food that is ready and 
your neat home is not all our duty, there are other things we should worry about too.  
 
I take care of my house  
 If there’s something a man values, its to be served under the possibilities that you have. 
Variety in food, clean clothes and ready for use, the house neat, tidy children, relocating the fur-
niture in different positions, sometimes a small detail here, another there and so on, but not eve-
rything is focused on that, our children need supervision so they don’t stay too long outside the 
house, playing for long hours video games, watching television, and we also need to be aware 
of the payment of utilities, household needs and so on.  
 The bride is the extra partner of eyes for the husbands needs. Because its daily occupa-
tions in the job, does not allow him to focus on everything at once. Although it is right for hus-
bands to help at home if we are very busy or working. Many husbands do not want to even get 
home by merely thinking about the mess they're going to find.  

 The heart of her husband does safely trust in her, so that he shall 
 have no lack of gain.  

(Proverbs 31:11) 
 
I strive to be obedient (submissive, docile, manageable, passive, easy, disciplined)  
 The true obedience is when we do something we don't want to do. If my husband tells 
me: Take these $300 dollars and go to the Mall to buy clothes and shoes, I'm sure I’m going 
To obey,  but what if he says: I need these clothes ironed and I need it soon, and we are in the  
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situation that the clothes are not even clean, much less pressed, and for settling of accounts;   
“I hate ironing”. We need to remember that obedience is an order given by God.  

Likewise, you wives, be in subjection to your own husbands; that, if any obey 
not the word, they also may without the word be won by  

the conduct of the wives;  
(1. Peter 3:1)  

 Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord.  
(Ephesians 5:22)  

 Obedience to our husbands is an act of obedience to God, but we must also understand 
that if the husband wants to force us to do something that fences the Word of God, we must 
obey God rather than the men. (Acts 5:29)  
 
I strive to honor (dignify, enhance, honor, reward)  my husband  
 One way to honor your husband, is not to be discussing among people (including par-
ents) about their behavior. A popular saying: "We wash our dirty clothes at home" and that is a 
reality. Maybe we do not have the perfect husband,  don’t even think they exist, but we must 
respect him, not only in our house, but everywere.  
 I listened with sadness how some women who contemptuously humiliate their husbands 
in front of others, and all they do, is  look down in shame. I've heard some women expressing 
derogatory phrases referring to their husbands as: poor little thing, lazy, dirty, old, fat, good for 
nothing etc. God is not pleased of that, since man was created in His image, and was created 
first.  
 I heard phrases of a song where a woman embittered man calling him: "two-legged rat" 
and a lot of reproach.  God have mercy of that singer, one day she will face trial for her words, 
and not only her, we also too, if we don't care how we treat the man who was created after his 
image, no matter how, or as you drive. To the extent that we respect our husbands, to that extent 
he will be respected by the people and our children  

And the woman respects her husband (Ephesians 5:33)  
 
I'm faithful to my husband  
 Infidelity does not occur only in males, also occurs in women. We should not trust that, 
“Is a men thing” we too can be tempted to do something illegal. Paul says in 2. Corinthians 
11:3 But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his cun-
ning, so your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.  
 

 Satan's attack to men is through his eyes, men are visual. The attack on women is 
through her ears. We must be careful when someone has a sweet tongue, saying nice things, 
that sometimes we don't hear from our husbands,  
 The same trial as the man carries for adultery, also applies to us, this is something that 
God condemns. Hebrews 13:4 says, Let marriage be held in honor by all, and the 
bed undefiled: but fornicators and adulterers God will judge. 

 
I manage to please my husband 
 The look is very important, it's nice that our husbands can see us well dressed within our 
possibilities, instead of find a wife with the messed up hair, with dirty clothes, so they can find 
us a little neat.  
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The Bible speaks to us of a better adornment: 
Whose adorning let it not be that outward adorning of braiding the hair, and of 

wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel;  
  But let it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even 

the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great 
price.  

 For after this manner in former times the holy women also, who trusted in God, 
adorned themselves, being in subjection unto their own husbands:  

(1. Peter 3:3- 5)  
 Many women worry too much in the personal adornment, they spend a lot of money in 
treatments of beauty, going to the  gym etc. But they do not invest $10,00 buying a book about 
“How to be a good spouse” instead of trying to be  “Magazine models in their homes” The 
adornment is important, but it must also go accompanied of “make-up of the soul” 
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Maintaining the Dialogue Conjugal  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 

There homes where the husband speaks Chinese, and she speaks Russian, other households the 
wife speaks French and the husband speak Portuguese. We are not referring to whether native 
languages, but there is no agreement on what they are talking about, always are in opposition, 
arguing, because everyone wants to be right, they can't  understand each other, is like two for-
eigners who were speaking two different languages.  
 When God created us, wisely gave us "Two ears and one mouth" is a way of telling us 
to listen more than talk, even Scripture itself tells us:  Therefore, my beloved brethren, let 
every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger: (James 1:19)  

A time to tear, and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;  
(Ecclesiastes 3:7)  

 
Seasoning our speech  
 Many spousal communication is cut off due to no flavor our speech. Many times we 
bring a bad training in how to communicate, as children we used to listening to mama or papa 
to ask for things in a demanding way, with shouts, with obscene word, insulting, not calling 
things by their name and so on. And we have a spouse who has had better training than us and 
we can not agree.  
 Our word has to be seasoned to be well received. If we change some terminology that 
we ask, we will have a better understanding. If instead of saying, this dirty woman does not 
clean the house, season our words with: “your house will look better dressed”, we can reach the 
heart of our partner by seasoning our words. 

Let your speech be always with grace, seasoned with salt, that you may know 
how you ought to answer every man.  

(Colossians 4:6) 
 A common complaint of the spouses is: "he is very tasteless when he speaks” (rude, no 
manners, gross), “I don't  feel like answering." He' always fights for things” “He gets upset over 
everything”, “He won’t let you talk” etc.. It is important to speak the same language at home or 
to at least begin to learn. Analize which says this proverb.  
Every man shall kiss his lips who gives a right answer. (Proverbs 24:26)  
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I take to get angry. 
 Therefore, my beloved brethren, let every man be swift to hear, 

 slow to speak, slow to anger: 
(James 1:19)  

 This is an advice who gives James exhorting to those who explode in anger when some-
thing they do not like while talking. A lot of spouse loses the confidence in speaking its partner 
because it says: Why I’m going to talk if he/she gets angry? Later they get to know it by other 
people and they are bothered, but they have not understood that they are those that close the 
communication channel due to not knowing how to speak without getting angry.  

A fool's wrath is at once known: but a prudent man covers shame. 
(Proverbs 12:16)  

 

Two mouths and one ear  
 This would fit the appearance of some people, seemed that instead of two ears, they 
have two mouths; and in the conjugal talk that is what they do: talk, talk, talk and keep talking, 
not giving to its partner a reasonable time to express itself, this also cuts to a great extent the 
conjugal communication.  
 How can I speak  if he/she don’t let me, this is a common complaint of many people, 
when I want to speak he/she cut me, the best thing is just listen. Soon the complaints come from 
the other spouse and says: he/she don't want to talk to me, but it is that you do not let it express 
itself freely. pray to God that helps us to have two ears and one mouth.  

He that has knowledge spares his words: and a man of  
understanding is of an excellent spirit.  

(Proverbs 17:27)  
 

The art to listen  
 Is better to be a good listener, than good a talker. We need to be comprehensive when 
we spoke with our pair, we must try to connect us to the interest subject that it has, possibly is 
not our specialty, but we can at least learn something. Paul said: And unto the Jews I be-
came as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under the law, as un-
der the law, that I might gain them that are under the law;  
 To them that are without law, as without law, (being not without law to 
God, but under the law of Christ,) that I might gain them that are without law.  
  To the weak became I as weak, that I might gain the weak: I am made all 
things to all men, that I might by all means save some.  
(1. Corinthians 9:20 - 22)  
 If Paul towards  all to gain them for Christ, we also must make us to our partner to gain 
their confidence, respect and love to us. We must leave our partner expresses themselves freely, 
without cohibiciones (checked, repressed, restricted, limited, held, dominated, immobilized, 
tied)  

Your lips, O my spouse, drop like the honeycomb: honey and milk are under 
your tongue; and the fragrance of your garments is like the fragrance of  

Lebanon. (Songs 4:11)  
 

Discussions without sense  
 Lots of married couples problem is by this caused by this, things that are not worth the 
pain to discuss, so minimal things that later they give laughter (if they are analyzed sincerely). 
Instead of t o discuss because the broom is laying in the ground, I better it pick it up and  put  
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and it in its place, if the house is dirty, I put myself to clean, if my shirt not ready, does not take 
10 minutes me to do it I myself and I avoid discussions (without taking advantage its spouse 
either) and things many like this I can do to avoid discussions.  

   The heart  of him that has understanding seeks knowledge: but the mouth of 
fools feeds on foolishness.  

(Proverbs 15:14)  
 
 Many things can be solved by talking, or making them myself, that way I avoid getting 
angry, and steal peace to my spouse.  
 Many times you start to argue about things that have not even happened, or may occur 
in months. The car for which you don't even have a the down payment, you are already discuss-
ing the color, the model, the year and so on. The house in which you don't  even qualify with 
the bank, are already discussing the neighborhood , how many bedrooms, price etc. The mother, 
who is planning to spend some time with us, we are already discussing the problems that she 
may bring, where she’s going to sleep, how long etc. Let us avoid senseless discussion. 
  Even a fool, when he holds his peace, is counted wise: and he that shuts his lips 

is esteemed a man of understanding.  
(Proverbs 17:28)  

 
Selecting the best time to talk  
 You have to know when is the appropriate time to talk, not all the time your partner is 
willing to do so, it is better to do it in the proper time for best results.  
 Sometimes we are tired after work and we need a good half hour break plus a good 
shower, sometimes we have  a busy day at home, children have behaved badly, doing this, and 
that etc. things haven’t  gone to well. Other times we have problems in the office, some times 
bad news and our mind is not very clear as to know how to respond to the other person. We 
need to now when is the best time to talk  
As he that takes away a garment in cold weather, and as vinegar upon soda, so 

is he that sings songs to a heavy heart.  
(Proverbs 25:20)  

 
Unproductive talk 
 Something that also affect marital communication is being constantly listening to gossip 
and complaints. There are spouses who keep complaining about everything, or call at work just 
to complain about the children, (rather than correct them yourself).  
 A lot of times our conversations only speak of tragedies, bad news, we going to lose the 
house, they are going to kick us out of the apartment, they are going to cut are services, we will 
starve, we're going to get sick,  I dreamed that you were fired, I think we are going to die etc .... 
With people so pessimistic, I honestly do not feel like to talking either.  

The words of a wise man's mouth are gracious;  
but the lips of a fool will swallow him up.  

 The beginning of the words of his mouth is foolishness: and the end  
of his talk is wicked madness.  

 A fool also is full of words: a man cannot tell what shall be; and what shall be 
after him, who can tell him?  

(Ecclesiastes 10:12-14)  
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Subject 5 Our Sexual Life  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
Talking about sex has been a tab (forbidden, unmentionable, unthinkable, an outlaw) in our dif-

ferent cultures, and that makes us come to marriage, sometimes with restrictions, sometimes 
with exaggerations. A sister in Christ had marital problems with her husband because her 

grandmother had taught her when she was a child that sex was bad, and she thought that if she 
was continually having sex with her husband, she was sinning.  

 Many youth today have serious problems in the sexual area due to the lack of 
"instruction" and often get married just to meet that need. Another sister in Christ told me: 

When I married my husband he didn't like me, I didn't  want him for me, to which I replied: So 
why did you got married, she replied: Because I wanted to have sex, but within the marital or-
der. This couple has been trough many tribulations, Glory to God who already quite restored 

this couple and now they are serving the Lord.  
 

Sex in the view of the world  
 Sexual corruption has existed since the fall of man, this kind of corruption was one of 

the causes of the destruction of the earth by the flood. And it came to pass, when men be-
gan to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them,  
  That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they 

took them wives of all which they chose.  
                                                                      (Genesis 6:1,2)  
 Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed for this reason, the Roman people under Emperor 
Tiberius Tacitus, they had to invent new words to express new ways to stimulate sexual pas-
sions. The inhabitants of Canaan were evicted from their land for the same reason, the refined 
Greek people had groups such as the Lesbos and others who practiced all kinds of sexual disor-
ders. Today is the same.  
 
The sex trade  
 A great source of profit is the adult industry. They make exorbitant amounts of money, 
each site is visited by hundreds of thousands of people of every age and race, exposing the 
worst perversions and denigration that human beings can be subjected to, all aiming to satisfy 
their low instincts, and get rich at the expense of something beautiful created by God. 
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Women as a sexual profit   
 The pornography industry has lowly denigrated something as beautiful and precious as 
the women. Its used like merchandise and then rejected when young merchandise arrives. One 
poem I wrote for a women's event we had, says:  

 
Woman, you are special to God, you are a special treasure.  

When He formed you, the angels of heaven  
applauded the beauty he had created,  

All heavenly creation admired her artwork.  
 As the man slept God prepared a special gift.  

 Sometimes valued, sometimes abused,  
 but in their eyes you are his special treasure.  
 loving mother, patient wife, silent counselor  

you make a difference in God's creation.  
 

 
Sex in God's viewpoint  
 Sex now been commercialized and often way before us until it is used wrong terminolo-
gy. This has gone to extremes when it comes to believe that love and sin are synonymous. Sex-
ual life is not a sin, is contrary to God's plan. Understanding this allows one to avoid the sexual 
identification with sin.  
 Sex as a definition, is the fullest expression of love that envelops the whole being. It was 
created by God and given before the fall in an ideal and perfect spiritual situation.  
Adam and Eve had sexual intercourse prior to sin, as also the animals as God created them that 
way.  
 The animal kingdom and the plant have a concept of sex. God gave man sex in an ideal 
environment for it to be a reward in the coexistence of two people of opposite sex ,sex is pure 
and holy, but the perversion or misuse is sin, whether adultery or fornication. Misuse then de-
generates something so beautiful that God has created. By comparison we can say that eating is 
not sin, but being a glutton is. In sexual life is the same.  
 Let us be clear that marriage without the union is not really marriage. Spirituality is 
commonly confused with failure to marital duties in the area of sexual life. It is wrong to take it 
well.  

Reprinted with permission from the book "Family Integral"  
by Victor M. Leal victormleal @ hot mail.com  

 
Purposes of sex: Reproduction  
 Malachi 2:15 says that God made man and woman in "one" the purpose: procreate off-
spring for Him A holy offspring to worship him and serve him. After the fall in disobedience of 
the man and the woman, the things took another course, but not the original intention of God 
which has continued effective trough all the ages, and that is: “To continue procreating de-
scendants for Him” descendants that is going to be part of the Kingdom of God.  
 The reproduction is the cycle established to maintain the life in the planet, as much ani-
mal as human, but the reproduction is not exclusively the intention of sex in the marriage since 
the woman has only a few fertile days to the month.  
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God established the sexual relation for a time of intimate coexistence that goes beyond a hug, a 
desire or a kiss to you. It is a time of delivery, to express an intimate love, a time to undress our 
mind and body of the pressure and the bad influences that the world displays.  
 
Adultery and fornication  
 Fornication: Is to have sexual relations without marrying and adultery is to have sexual 
relations outside the matrimony. The Bible condemns both.  

Let marriage be held in honor by all, and the bed undefiled:  
but fornicators and adulterers God will judge.  

(Hebrew 13:4)  
 This can be avoided through marriage, with a relation of mutual respect and affability. 
Our body was not created for those sins, the Creator provided a partner to us to be able to devel-
op it in the order established by.  

The wife has not power over her own body, but the husband: and likewise also 
the husband has not power over his own body, but the wife.  

(1. Corinthians 7:4) 
 The mutual satisfaction, the good sexual communication is important, but not one that is 
influenced by the garbage that Hollywood presents on the television and they want to us to imi-
tate,  the aberrations that they play. Our relation must be healthy, satisfactory, not thinking in 
our mind but other then our own partner.  
 
Pleasant sex  
 The pleasure is part our life, when we eat, when we rest, when we play, swim etc. Of 
equal way must be it in the sexual relation. Proverbs 5:19 speaking of the sexual pleasure say: 
Let her be as the loving deer and graceful doe; let her breasts satisfy you at all 
times; and be ravished always with her love.  
  
 The sexual pleasure was established by God, and as so we must enjoy it. As well as we 
enjoyed a delicious fruit, of equal way we must do it with our spouse. Only made think about 
the deceit we are disliking God. Proverbs 5:20,21 say: And why will you, my son, be in-
fatuated with an immoral woman, and embrace the bosom of a seductress?  
  For the ways of man are before the eyes of the LORD, and he ponders all his 

paths.  
 
 We need to understand that our partner is not only for sexual satisfaction and after that 
to put it away as is done with  woman who dedicates itself to prostitution. The caresses, the 
kisses, the pretty words, the noble gestures, the love expressions must be continuous, and not 
solely before the sexual relation.  
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Subject 6 Factors that Affect the Sexual Relation  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
  
So as a poor quality oil can affect the performance of a good engine, so it can also affect our 

intimate relationship with our partner due to different factors. The secular world is looking 
for pleasure, personal satisfaction, and for that reason can not provide appropriate advice for 
marriage. Just look at the famous Talk Shows to get an idea of how the world unfolds. 
 
Mental Infidelity 
 Many spouses want to have intercourse  with the partner thinking of his former love, in 
her previous marriage, or in platonic love (perfect in shape or design, but in reality does not 
exist) such as: thinking that in his bed has some movie star with sculptural forms. 
 The Bible calls this "spiritual adultery" But I say unto you, That whosoever 
looks on a woman to lust after her has committed adultery with her already 
in his heart.  

(Matthew 5:28) we must have to discard the type of rubbish of our mind. 
 
Physical infidelity (adultery) 
 This seriously affects the marriage relationship, so in the beginning God established Ad-
am and Eve, and not a third person involved. Marital love can not be shared, although television 
present this as normal, is condemned by God. Proverbs 6:32 says: But whosoever commits 
adultery with a woman lacks understanding: he that does it destroys his own 
soul.  
 Not only corrupts (perverts, make it worse, misleads, distorts, poisons, infectious, in-
fect) his soul but also affects their marital relationship with your partner, no matter how clever-
ly you do it in secret, nor that it be guarded, nobody play around with God, all what we sow, we 
shall reap. 

 For there is nothing hid, which shall not be manifested; neither was anything 
kept secret, but that it should come into the open.  

(Mark 4:22) 
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Negligence (carelessness, apathy, make indifferent, disinterestedness, indifference, coldness, 
omission, disregard) affects the sexual relation, it must have a fulfillment from both. By rule, 
the man develops more sexual hormones, that’s why he is more inclined to be more  active sex-
ually. 
 For that reason Paul in 1. Corinthians 7:5: says: Deprive not one the other, except 
it be with consent for a time, that you may give yourselves to fasting and pray-
er; and come together again, that Satan tempt you not for your lack of self-
control.  (flesh passion )  

 
 There are many things that make us negligent among them are:  

 Too many assets in church activities  
 Occupations at home  
 Long working hoursT 
 Our kids  
 Family traditions   
 Resentments  
 Health factors (nonextreme)  
 Lack of love  
 Autosatisfaction (to satisfy ourselves)  
 
 There are situations as the frigidity (incapacity or lack of appetite to respond sexually) 
or the impotence (incapacity, impossibility, incapacity, inefficiency, uselessness) that needs 
medical treatments, and if they can be tried, in those cases can be said that there is a justified 
reason, otherwise we must share with our partner the blessing of the sexual union. 
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Factors That Affect Marriages   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
                                 
  
  
 
 
If there is something we have to care is our marriage. A job can be changed, our clothes we can 
increase or reduces sizes, our car we can get the latest model available, but not in marriage. 
Marriage was ordained by God directly, having joined to the first couple in the Garden of Eden.  
 In God there are no "trial periods" or "marriage contracts" for three, five, or ten years, 
he established marriage as a lasting relationship. For the LORD, the God of Israel, says 
that he hates putting away: For one covers violence with his garment, says the 
LORD of hosts: therefore take heed to your spirit, that you deal not treacherous-
ly. (Malachi 2:16)   
 
Prolonged neglect of the couple (misunderstanding)  
 God saw Adam alone, and for that loneliness, He created him a couple, just as the wom-
an lives her family to share her life with her husband. A lot of couples (usually the husband) 
dedicated a lot of hours to work, sometimes taking two jobs, and the only day he is off, is occu-
pied for watching sports or going out with friends, similarly, many women work hard, when 
they come home she’s still making phone calls, and her only day off,  she wants to spend it with 
her mom.  

Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother,  
and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.  

(Genesis 2:24) 
 The couple needs company, attention, care, and when don't cover those areas, eventually 
brings disunity and a chill in our relationship. God gave us a couple to take care, that don't 
mean that we have to follow our couple every step of the way and not even let it breathe, that's 
not the idea.  
 To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven:  

(Ecclesiastes 3:1)  
 Just as there are time to work, childcare, cleaning the house etc. There must be time to 
spend with the couple together, it can go from sharing an ice cream, to spend a weekend in Dis-
neyland. 
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Verbal or physical abuse  
 In Latin American culture this is a hard problem. The cultural influence and family pat-
terns greatly influence this malpractice. Physical abuse is punished harshly in this country, but 
other than that, creates resentment in the life of the spouse. A car that is abused and neglected it 
won’t last  the same that a car with the proper maintenance, just as an abused spouse will end 
up making things by force more than by commitment, love and affection, and this applies not 
only to man, also applies to women like the picture bellow. 

Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church,  
and gave himself for it; (Ephesians 5:25)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Infidelity  
 Infidelity breaks the marital trust, relationships, destroys homes, and brings sadness and 
loneliness. This is of great displeasure to God because it is a chain reaction that begins to affect 
one and drag the whole family. Infidelity can often leads to divorce, if the sin is hidden, it 
brings sadness, remorse, and a cooling in the relationship with the family, and also brings a 
sense of guilt on the adulterer.  

But whosoever commits adultery with a woman lacks understanding: he that 
does it destroys his own soul.  A wound and dishonor shall he get; and his re-

proach shall not be wiped away.  
 (Proverbs 6:32,33)  

 

Lack of forgiveness  
 Among the common marital friction is the verbal insult, many couples do not know how 
to control their emotions and unleashes his tongue in harsh words, unfortunately, are often pre-
meditated words in order to hurt your partner. Not only hurt with words, our attitudes may also 
adversely affect our relationship. 

 For in many things we all offend. If any man offend not in word, the same is a 
perfect man, and able also to bridle the whole body.  

(James 3:2)  
 

 The lack of forgiveness brings resentment, a cooling of our love, can cause health prob-
lems, emotional impartnerment, and believe it or not, it can kill. A lot of people with health is-
sues, diseases that doctors can’t detect are rooted in the lack of forgiveness, others have prob-
lems with demonic disturbance, and other are in mental institutions for the same reason. 

 Forbearing one another, and forgiving one another if anyone has a complaint  
against another. By the way Christ forgave you, so also do ye. (Colossians 3:13)  
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External influences  
 Our marriage has to be ruled by God, His Word, and our wise Decisions . When God 
gave the mandate to "leave father and mother and join his partner, not just was referring to a 
physical separation, but also in an emotional sense. Some parents (mainly mothers) want to be 
influencing all decisions made by the newly married couple, I agree to share an opinion in a 
sense of "take it or leave it, but not  try to impose it THROUGH pressure or manipulation.  
 The newlyweds have to learn to make decisions for themselves, ask for counseling to 
the appropriate person when necessary, even the parents if they are wise and impartial when 
giving counseling (fair, neutral, fair, equitable, reasonable)  
 Friends can also play an unfavorable roll (not all) in our marriage. Party friends, sporty 
friends, divorced friends, women who does not submit to her husband, women who want to 
govern the house and the husband, women who like to flirt, bad advisors and so on. Many peo-
ple, including members of our family who are not a good influence for our lives, wisely, not 
displeased with them, we should keep a safe distance for the sake of our home.  

A wise man fears, and departs from evil: but the fool rages, and is confident.  
(Proverbs 14:16)  

 
Overconfidence  
 There are couples that go beyond loving words like: My sugar pie, my fat, my little guy. 
And use words to the ears of many, offensive. In our home has to be a prudent limit on "as we 
talk to our partner," when overconfidence pass the limits of the words, it causes anger and bring 
other similar words in exchange.  
 Hands play has to be limited (preferably avoided), one hit can bring another in response, 
and another brings another until one of them can get hurt, and the other wound. Hands play can 
result in a verbal fight or a real one.  

 
Irresponsible Behavior   

 One thing is behaving "as single," another thing is behaving "as married", although that 
does not mean that we have to act like ogres, but we must use caution in our relationship. Some 
people even married, do not want to stop acting like singles, they still maintain the same level 
of confidence with their girlfriends or friends who are singles, they still flirt  with  opposite sex 
and so on.  
 When you are married, you have to think on your partner, if I don’t  like something, I'm 
not going to do it either. The golden rule says: Therefore all things whatsoever you 
would that men should do to you, do you even so to them: for this is the law and 
the prophets.  

(Matthew 7:12) 
  
 When we got married there are many things we have to modify, change, or discard. 
From the moment we signed the legal papers, we are giving a right (not all, for not being ma-
nipulated) on our lives. Although we like it or not, it is, and it will be. 
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Family Instruction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
It is a teamwork of both, there are things that exclusively dads, other functions are moms, but 
coordinated, can achieve effective results in the lives of children, although in the end, when the 
children reach adulthood they will make their own decisions, even if they take wrong decision  
in some of them, they will bear in mind the instruction and example they received from their 
parents.  
 
Instructing small children  
 The small children are manageable, but can easily handle the parents, especially moth-
ers. There are children who can get what they want based on tantrums, crying, not eating meals, 
threaten to complain to the mother and father, claiming illness and so on.  
 The authority of parents must be firm, when children master in home, parents are in 
shame and ridicule with the visitor and wherever they go.  I've seen kids who walk all over the 
house they visit,  touching and pulling everything at their reach, a child of few years of age can 
not be controlled by two adults. Two, three, five years kid, can not be controlled for 40-50 
years, joining the age of  both  parents.  
 
Managing and not being managed  
 Children know which way they can tip the balance, when there is no agreement on the 
correction of children, they gain advantage. One thing is to love them, other thing is giving 
whatever they want, and that's the problem in some homes. Some kids are Dad’s favorite or 
Mom’s favorite,  and when he is scolded for something that is not correct, they run to the parent 
whom consents them and feels protection for his bad behavior.   
 Parents need to support each other, except on physical or verbal abuse because this can 
damage the kid self steam. Never take away the authority to one of the parents when there is 
good reason, we must support the order given by either of the parents to the child, so he can 
know that both parents have authority, otherwise the kids will grow thinking that mom or dad 
are bad persons. 
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 It's an ogre, unfortunately this happens in many couples when they refer  to the one who 
corrects them. When you overprotect your child, or you take away authority of the father or 
mother, you are raising children resented, and at the youth age, they become uncontrollable. 
 
Parenting teenagers and young  
 It is a challenge to do so since the passage from childhood to adolescence, not only 
bring change in clothing and shoes size, but also in personality and character. often we make 
the mistake of  treat them like “small children all the time”. There is an age when they want to 
have more freedom as they grew up, and it is normal, but that's where we need to use wisdom. 
It is not recommended go to extremes to oppress and close all the doors, but we also should not 
go to extremes to give them all the freedom they want, we need to moderate all, set them free, 
but under supervision, until they can understand and differentiate clearly between the good and 
evil.  
 It is important to advise them with the Word of God. The instruction in church it’s not 
enough, kids don't pay attention all the times (not even us). We need to explain why we deny 
certain permits (for a good reazon ) and make them understand that we can’t say yes to every-
thing they want.  
 
Privileges and duties  
 Children like more privileges than duties. They want I pods, lap tops, cell phones, shop-
ping etc but all privilege must be accompanied by responsibility. There are adolescents who 
mom still makes them their beds, they can’t cook an egg,  they left everything lying around and 
they still get angry when parents ask them to do something.  
 To work this situation requires firmness, if you don’t do your homework, you can not 
watch TV, play video games, go outside and so on. If our children are raised to be without re-
sponsibilities, we will reach 80 years old, and still make them their duties.  
 
Instructing adult children  
 When the children are grown and take their own Decisions , the only thing parents can 
do is pray for them and advise them. If our children are afraid of God and behave, is a blessing 
to our lives, but if we have children who have preferred to walk without the fear of God, we 
must be firm in our decisions and regulations.  
 Even if a child becomes an adult and live in "our house" has to be guided under "our 
rules" Being an adult does not give them any right to do whatever they want.  getting drunk 
with their friends, playing loud music, making all kind of scandal and be out of control, no mat-
ter if they make an economic contribution, they don't have the right to behave like that, if we 
fear about our financial situation, our Heavenly Father will take care of us if they decide to 
leave.  
 If they consider themselves “adults”  and want to live "their way" there are hundreds of 
available rental in the area (if they can afford all the expenses related) where they can live like 
the prodigal son, without rules or supervision, and less anger to us.  
 Never treat an adult child who is lazy, vicious and irresponsible like "my little baby" 
you are creating for yourself a life of pain and suffering 
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Mending What We Have Damaged  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 

It is easier to tear down a building than constructed one from the bases, it is easier to burn down 
a forest, then to plant, care, and watch it grow. Often indirectly, we contribute to the deteriora-
tion of our marriage because we do not want to change our attitudes, behavior patterns learned 
in childhood that have formed a habit in our lives, erroneous teachings that have be, or ways to 
get even for something which have felt offended. All that affects our marriage relationship.   
 
Recognize our failures . (the change starts with us)  
 James 3:2 says: For in many things we all offend. If any man offend not in 
word, the same is a perfect man, and able also to bridle the whole body.  
To this day I don't know anybody perfect, I've known people with very good moral and spiritual 
character , but always with deficiencies.  
 Even if we have less guilty than our  spouse, but we have it. We're not trying to find the 
culprit to make it change, we are trying with the help of our Heavenly Father begin by changing 
ourselves, then pray for a restoration in the life of spouse. God can make a change in his life, 
but we also play a very important role  in the Creator plan.  
 We need to build with God and not be obstructing or destroying what He has build with 
his word. The criticisms, negative comments, accusing  looks, do not help the purpose of God 
in our spouse, but our understanding, patience and support does.  
 
Maintain an open channel of conversation  
 We often repress things that we dislike, and chose to remain silent because the spouse 
gets exalted in anger when we say something. Sometimes they listen to us, but they have no in-
terest to change, or definitely they don't  want to listen. When we have given advice in these 
areas with my wife, we try  to stimulate confidence on the couple so they can open their hearts 
and they can express everything they have hidden in their heart, things they don't like about 
their  partner. 

 Our work has been as an intermediary, and seek the most equitable solution for both. If you 
want to improve your relationship, try to open a channel of conversation with your partner, ask 

him if she loves you, if she is happy to be with you, be honest and in a good way, and tell   
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him/her the things you don't like it about him/her, try not to start by pointing out the negatives 
things of your spouse in an accusing  way. But tell them what would you like him/her to 
change, you will be surprised how many negatives things he/she will change in your favor when 
you change your negative attitudes.  
 If you can not open a channel of conversation, get some help from your pastor, a family 
counselor, or a stable marriage of many years of good testimony.  
 
Be humble and ask forgiveness  
 we need  humility to apologize for our wrong doing, we needs to recognize that we have 
failed, and we need to humble our ego (personality, character, self-image, self-esteem).  Many 
times we make mistakes, and when they point it to us, we activate our defense mechanism, we 
begin to accuse of something else, and we try to defend us and ultimately win the argument. 
Apparently we win, but we loose because we continue in our error.  
 Asking for forgiveness does not make us losers, its something that pleases God. 

 Therefore if you bring your gift to the altar, and there remember that your 
brother has anything against you; Leave there your gift before the altar, and 

go your way; first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer 
your gift.  (Matthew 5:23,24) 

 Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that you may be 
healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man avails much.  

(James 5:16)  
 

From conversation to discussion  
 One way to bring out our point of view is to move the conversation to the discussion, we 
believe that when we  raise our voice, we live the other person quiet  and we've won, this is a 
mistake, because if we are honest and if we  think, we are acting stupid  (unintelligent dull, 
brainless, clever, obtuse, unwise). We need to understand this, but if we don’t, we are going to 
keep going screaming and that’s going to make us look like fools.  
           "That’s  what I’ve learned from my parents, my grandfather kept quiet my grandmother, 
it works, trust me" and so on.  May be they acted like that because they weren't  educated, but 
we are being taught now, so we must stay calm and listen.  

The words of the wicked are to lie in wait for blood: but the mouth  
of the upright shall deliver them.  

(Proverbs 12:6)  
A fool's wrath is at once known: but a prudent man covers shame.  

(Proverbs 12:16)  
 

Confess success in our marriage  
 Many times we want to straight overnight what has been twisted by years, God is going 
to work on us, but we have to obey his instructions. We do not solve anything talking bad about 
our spouse with people even in the form of relief, much less go running to our parents and 
speak ill of them, are very rare the parents who hear both sides of the conflict and give fair ver-
dicts (fair , neutral, reasonable, righteous, incorruptible, fair)  
 

He that covers over a transgression seeks love; but he that repeats a  
matter separates close friends.  

(Proverbs 17:9)  
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 Much of conjugal complaint is: “quickly go to tell their parents about our problems. 
This is a mistake that needs to be corrected, error that instead of being a lightening to our prob-
lem, makes the situation worse, since it involves our beloveds, later we see long faces (angry 
looks) they no longer communicate well with us.  A common case is;  some fathers-in-law pro-
test and have verbal fight with us, and at the end, we make peace with our spouse, and they stay 
as the bad ones of the film.  
 A popular saying says: “The dirty rags has to be washed in our house” and that’s a good 
point, we do not have to take our dirty rags (personal family problems) with our friends because 
later we can have some disagreement, and they are going to expose it publicly.  

Through wisdom is a house built; and by understanding it is established:  
(Proverbs 24:3)  

  
 We must speak positive of our marriage, phrases like: God is making a great work in my 
spouse, with God’s help we are changing, my marriage is getting restored, God can also restore  
yours, give Him an opportunity, come to the our discipleship etc.  

(As it is written, I have made you a father of many nations,) before him whom 
he believed, even God, who gives life to the dead, and calls those things which 

are not as though they were.  
(Roman 4:17) 
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Building Our Life in God  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
Our marriage wont be perfect built after these ten classes, this is only a basic starting point to 
keep refining our home and we can be a blessing to other couples when they see the change in 
us. The spiritual growth of our lives comes THROUGH communion with our Creator, when we 
do our best to obey His commandments, when we are constantly nourished by his word when 
he attended a church. 
  God has prepared ministers to edify His church, to continually nourish his people  

And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and 
some, pastors and teachers;  

 (Ephesians 4:11) 
 
 The church is where we hear the instruction of His Word, where we serve our God, 
where we grow spiritually, where he's going to shape our lives, where we will understand more 
of the will of our Creator. The secular world does not present a clear image of God, they don't 
condemn or attack the sin, what you define as evil, they define it as social behavior, what you 
define as good, the call it religious, in other words "bad or fanatic".  
 

The next steps to continue building what we started to build.  
 
Repent and receive Christ as Savior.  
 The first step, if we have not done so, is to ask Jesus Christ to come into our lives, our 
homes, in our daily walk. Already for many years we have led ourselves, and we have had fail-
ures, with our actions we have made suffered our partner, we have sinned and done wrong be-
fore God.  
Isaiah 48:17 says: Thus says the LORD, your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel; I 

am the LORD your God who teaches you to profit, who leads you by the way 
that you should go.  
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God wanted to guide us, teach us to our advantage, set us out on the right track, but we went in 
the wrong direction.  

All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned everyone to his own way; 
and the LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all. 

(Isaias 53:6) 
 

 To have the Lord Jesus Christ come into our lives, there must be a genuine repentance. 
The apostle Peter talking to the crowd that crucified Jesus said: Therefore let all the house 
of Israel know assuredly, that God has made that same Jesus, whom you have 
crucified, both Lord and Christ.   Now when they heard this, they were pricked 

in their hearts, and said unto Peter and to the rest of the apostles, Men and 
brethren, what shall we do? Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized 

every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and you 
shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.  

(Acts 2:36-38)  
 

Turn away from sin  
 Sincere repentance is accompanied by a change of lifestyle, although we are not going 
to be perfect overnight, but with the strength of the Lord we will make progress in all aspects. 
don't  pretend to get “the perfect partner”  just because they received the couple study and re-
ceived Jesus Christ in his heart.  
 Don't put pressure, and don't make it feel bad for an improper word or bad behavior, we 
need to understand that we also are in the same process, no matter if you have 30 years attend-
ing church,  and this is the tenth time you take this classes. 

 But the path of the just is as the shining light, that shines more  
and more unto the perfect day.  

Proverbs 4:18  
 

Gathering in a church  
 This is very important, meeting together for our daily growth. Humans were created to 
be social creatures (treatable, condescending, friendly, cozy) depending on the environment in 
which we develop, so will be our attitudes. When we surround ourselves with God-fearing peo-
ple, who battle to depart from evil, who want to learn from His Word, we will be acquiring the-
se habits. The assembling together also means serving the Lord, which we do when we serve 
our brothers.  

Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of  
some is; but exhorting one another: and so much the more,  

as you see the day approaching.  
(Hebrews 10:25)  
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